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General Comment

Keep SONG shutdown. It is a dangerous operation in a highly populated area. SONG is exposing the public to
radiation and destroying marine life. There is no place for the spent fuel to go and it sits on the edge of an
eroding seashore subject to powerful earthquakes and tsunamis. SONG has been a grossly negligent operation
for decades. The recent generator tube incident is evidence of incompetent manufacturing, supply, installation,
operation compounded by the stupidity of wanting to operate without fixing the problem-utter indifference of
management to public and environmental safety. NRC should get real and must stop the licensing of old reactors
that are well past useful lifetimes. I was an intervener on Trojan 50-344 spent fuel pool expansion and the
defective control building construction. There is no place for the SONG waste to go and it should not be
accumulating where it is. ASL13 denied the contention that the Trojan reactor was not built to withstand the
regional earthquake in the NW. ASLB said the waste would have a repository within five years. Also that was
fiction. Don't make the same mistake this time. The tubing at Trojan was defective similar to SONG. Greed, lies
and incompetent management plus lax regulation can result in a horrific accident for SONG just as happened at
Fukushima. NRC should be preventive rather than permissive. Listen to the public instead of all the technical
arguments. These are dangerous reactors that should be decommissioned NOW.
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